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USDINR: Global equities got hit hard by rising cases of infections of Coronavirus in Euope and US on a day
when government in India placed the private bank under moratorium, capping money withdrawals and
superseding its board due to the serious deterioration in its financial condition, was a terrible one-two punch
for the USDINR. USDINR spot touched a high of 74.07, a fresh 16 month high but probably some intervention from
the central bank brought in down towards 73.69. There is panic across asset classes, from equities to
commodities. Only bonds are having a nice day, including GOisec. In such panic driven markets, RBI may have
to step in quite aggressively, or else USDINR risks moving towards the all time high of 74.47 on spot. Even since
the breakout move occured above 72.20 on spot, USDINR has not traded below the previous day’s low. Therefore,
it is important, that USDINR respects yesterday’s low of 73.03 for the uptrend to remain intact.

EURINR: EuroINR is getting a triple boost from three factors: risk aversion, expectation of further cuts in US rates
and weak Rupee. If risk aversion deepens and as a result, USDINR tests 74.47, its all time high, it can drag
EURINR closer to 84.00 handle on spot. The pair needs to observe 82.00 region as support during corrective
decline.

GBPINR: GBPINR is getting the help from weak Rupee and strong GBP. GBPINR needs to retrace and fill the gap
around 95.00 spot. Fresh longs can be avoided for now. If the retracements holds 95.00 and rebounds, then I will
look at fresh longs over here. Primary trends remains upward.

JPYINR: Record low US bond yields and risk aversion continues to drive JPYINR higher. As trend remains upwad,
this pair can aim for 70.50/71.00 zone, if the risk aversion deepens further. Major support around 68.00 handle
on spot.

MACRO STORY

US confirmed 207 cases and cases continue to soar in Europe as well. As I wrote before, unless the headlines
around CONVOID-19 does not improve, global markets will not be out of the pit. There are reports of firms asking
people to work from home and schools being shut. The good news is that most of the cases are mild and many
have recovered but the fear around the virus is so immense that traders are shooting first and asking questions
later. It is a fact that as the virus is spreading so are quarantines, which in turn is having negative impact on
various kinds of economic activities. Once this spread begins to slow, we can see an improvement in sentiments

Over the next 1/2 weeks can be crucial for the Rupee. after a strong performance till 3rd week of February, Indian
Rupee has slid dramatically in the league table due to concerns over the cases of CONVOID-19 in India.
Speculators were heavily short and corporates were unhedged on their dollar payments or obligation. What we
are witnessing is a classic carry unwind in the USDINR, EURINR and JPYINR, three carry pairs. Offshore
speculators are bidding up the price in an illiquid market. Higher offshore premium is transmitting via
arbitrageurs into the onshore market. As a result, the RBI intervention is proving less effective. Every time RBI sell
dollars in the onshore market it increases the spread, incentivising more buying of dollars from arbitrageurs.
Inspite of that, RBI needs to sell to ensure speculative forces do not have a free run.
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